Information presentations and speakers:
Show me the move: on studying the effects and working mechanisms in dance
movement therapy
Dr. Susan van Hooren:
Showing the beneficial effects of therapies is more and more important in Dutch health
care, in which a biomedical perspective prevails. In this context, high standards are
demanded regarding the methodology of the study designs. From a dance therapeutic
perspective, the question is how we should answer this and how we should design new
studies with high quality and at the same time stick to the artistic and creative nature of
the field. There is not one golden answer to this, but there are several fruitful directions.
These directions will be discussed with an elaboration on international studies that
focus on dance movement therapy, studies from neighbouring fields of research, and
working mechanisms of dance movement therapy referring to embodiment, social
attunement, and implicit processes.
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"Somehow we belong together, here we are something special"
Embodying the investigation of autistic social interactions.
Dr. Hanne de Jaegher:
The idea of embodiment is immensely popular in cognitive science and psychology
today. Everything, including social cognition, is embodied. But what does that really
mean? And what would it mean to get out of the old armchair and find out?
My colleagues and I have devised a method for investigating the experience of social
interactions. The method, called PRISMA, provides a hands-on way to unravel the
experience of interacting. It allows researchers to calibrate and trust themselves to be
the sophisticated instruments with which to study intersubjectivity.
This method can also be applied to the study of autistic interactions. I will demonstrate
how this works, by inviting the audience to participate in a short hands-on
investigation, and by presenting some findings we made on an interaction between two
children with autism.
The prismatic investigation reveals that a potentially subtle instrument for
understanding autistic interaction consists in a group of researchers engaging in a
systematic, embodied unfolding of interactive experience. If it is true that the different
ways in which people with autism move, both individually and with others, affect their
ways of understanding the world and of thinking (as suggested by Hobson 2002;
Donnellan et al. 2013; De Jaegher 2013), then PRISMA offers a tool for testing and
refining this claim.
Our findings show a more sophisticated attunement between the children with autism
than classical theories like Theory of Mind predict – a finding that is in line with the
experience of many practitioners in the field.
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Action observation and mental states comprehension in individuals diagnosed
with autism
Dr. Marc Thioux:
I will show data suggesting that individuals with autism are able to reenact other
people's action in their mirror neuron system to the same extend as age and IQ-matched
control participants. Problems arise however when the results of mirror neurons
computations have to be transferred to other brain circuits involved in representing the
emotions and the state of mind of the person performing the action. Based on these
results, I will argue that dance therapy could foster the development of more efficient
brain connections between the mirror neuron system involved in mimicking other
people's action and other brain networks involved in feeling the emotions and
representing the state of mind of others.
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Creating connections:
social attunement in autism through kinaesthetic partnering
Dr. Rosemarie Samaritter:
This presentation will introduce a dance informed perspective on the experience of
social attunement in autism.
DMT addresses the integrated body-mind through dynamic experiential activities like
dance, movement and play. Within these activities the interpersonal relationship
between participants and therapist develops through kinaesthetically shared activities.
Methods applied in DMT may vary broadly, from rhythmic dance activities that
contribute to the regulation of vital impulses to dance activities that help to express
inner feelings and support emotional release.
The focus for this presentation will be on kinaesthetic partnering. Dancing with a
partner affords playful non-verbal attunement. A dance therapist will take the
movement patterns of the participant for their potential to relate and will seek to join
the other in shared rhythms and shared spatial patterns. These aspects fit well into an
enactive perspective on interpersonal relating in autism. The presentation will highlight
the specific role that nonverbal markers of interpersonal relating can play for the
attunement between two movers during their kinaesthetic interactions. From the
nonverbal interactions between dance therapist and participants with autism the
Shared Movement Approach has been described as a specific intervention that departs
from the participant’s capacities to relate and take these further into kinaesthetic
interpersonal attunement.
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